
This project talk about the emotional in the future society. When i used to had some bad 
experience. So i have been thinking about a question if i could delete this emotion. I asked 
my friend and found most of them has hurting memories that they want to delete to make 
life happier, so i came up with idea of emotional bank .

After researching, i found that there are already some emotional services in the society, 
which  made me wonder whether money can buy and sell or store in the future society?

support by 15 rich women. Ms. Minnai, a rich woman in 
her 20s, said that she started raising him 4 years ago: 
“In fact, this is an input-output ratio issue. I don’t want 
to date because it’s too tiring. Xiao Ma is very cheerful 
and will always support me if I buy his services. I don’t 
need to be emotionally involved but can spend money 
to enjoy his attention all the time.”

Data source: Aurora big data IAPP 
monitoring platform, access period: 
December 15, 2017 to January 1, 2018

A two-year-old girl from Bangkok — 
nicknamed “Einz” — becomes the 
youngest person in the world to undergo 
cryo-preservation. After her death from 
brain cancer, her family sends the girl's 
body to an American lab. 

An article by the Beijing News commented that “Love 

phone game “Otome”, and said that the reason for the 
popularity of the game was China’s “Mary Su” culture. 
The Pengbo News’s review stated that “Love and 
Producers” successfully brought “Buddhist Youths” back 
to the human society, allowing most female players who 

spiritual comfort.

The trade of emotion and money has appeared in the society now.
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1. Examples of exchanging money for emotion

Documentary : Hope frozen

Love virtual game : Mr Love: Queen's Choice
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Emotional bank



“There is no commodity be-
tween public relations and 
customers, so it is like that 
the more the commodity is 
improved, the more women 
will point you out.”- Cowherd 
Hayami, who has been work-
ing for one year.

2. Examples of exchanging emotion 
     for money

Documentary : Men who sell "love"

Questionnaires

Interview  

Male
19/50

15/19

Interested

4/19

Not interested

Exchange emotions
for money

19/36
15/36

20/36
Erase emotions

Purchase emotions

Female
31/50

21/31

Interested

I pick 5 people and ask them why they like to choose these 
service，i found everyone have their own story and trauma.



3 cycles stands for 3 services

Interface

Starting page

Personal page

Service1:purchase emotion

Service2:erase emotion

Service3:exchange emotion 
with money

Home  page

Logo 

This is a story happed in futuristic society known as the Collective. A 
seemingly utopian world, the Collective has ended crime and violence 
by genetically eliminating all human emotions. 
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I used After Effects to 
made the motion inter-
face. If you are intersted 
welcome to click the link 
to see my works.

Link:https://youtu.be/J7SnQggZRBA

Some Interface diaplay    Video



i think the future emotional bank look like this .

Bank hall

Experiment Process

1.bank hall 2. bank servise

Made by MAYA
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